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0 stars Â·Â EBS Ticari Crack1. Field of the Invention The present invention
relates to a semiconductor device with a circuit constituted by thin film

transistors (hereinafter referred to as TFTs) and a method of fabricating the
semiconductor device. For example, the present invention relates to an

electro-optical device, typically a liquid crystal display panel, and electronic
equipment equipped with the electro-optical device. In particular, the

present invention relates to an electro-optical device in which a circuit,
typically a pixel circuit, is formed by using TFTs each having a crystalline

silicon film (hereinafter referred to as a crystalline silicon TFT) and to
electronic equipment equipped with the electro-optical device. Note that
the term semiconductor device in this specification refers to a device in
general which functions by utilizing semiconductor characteristics, and

electro-optical devices, semiconductor circuits and electronic equipments
are all semiconductor devices. 2. Description of the Related Art In recent
years, the technique for constituting a thin film transistor (TFT) by using a

crystalline silicon film (also called a polysilicon film) formed on a glass
substrate or the like has been rapidly developed. The TFTs are widely used

as switching elements of display devices such as a liquid crystal display
and an EL display, electronic circuits such as ICs and large-scale integrated

circuits (LSIs) and the like. As a material having a semiconductor
characteristic, the semiconductor material such as amorphous silicon or

the like has been widely used for the past years. However, it has recently
been revealed that a semiconductor material has a crystalline structure

with a high mobility when a large area is formed on a glass substrate. The
crystalline silicon has an extremely high value as to the mobility of several
hundreds to several thousands to the amorphous silicon. Owing to such a
great merit, the technique of crystallizing an amorphous silicon film has

been attracting attention in recent years in many respects. As a method of
obtaining a crystalline silicon, a method of heating the amorphous silicon
film by a heater such as a light source of a short pulse type laser and the

like for only several hundreds of nanoseconds to a few milliseconds is
known. Besides, it has recently been tried to heat the amorphous silicon

film on a substrate having a TFT formed thereon by being irradiated with a
648931e174
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